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LTHS: Chemistry

Chemical Reactions Lab
Pre- Lab Questions:

1 . Name the five types of chemical reactions

2. What is a reactant in a chemical reaction?

What is a product in a chemical reaction?

4 Name four ways you can tell a chemical reaction has taken place

5. What does the arrow (---+) in a chemical reaction mean?

6. Give the four symbols for physical states of reactants and products, and tell what each
symbol means.

Demo

Word equation: Ethanol (C2FI5OIJ) reacts with oxygen in the air to produce carbon
dioxide and water vapor.

How did you know a chemical reaction took place?

3

a

b

d

Formula of reactant(s) c Formula of product(s)

Type of chemical reactior.r

Write the equation for the leaction (including all physical states).



7 Get a strip of magnesium ribbon (about 2.5 cm long). Holding it with forceps, ignite the
ribbon in a Bunsen bumer flame. Dp 4gt look tlirectlv at the burnins masnesium?
Looking direc v at the burning ntagnesium could damase vour eves. Hold the buming
ribbon over glass plate to catch debris.

Word equation: Solid magnesir"rm ribbon reacts with oxygen gas to produce solid
magnesium oxide

How did you know a chemical reaction took place?

b

d

Formula of reactant(s) Formula of product(s)

a.

Type of chemical reaction

c

c

l-' ;
Sgrutt es':

Write the equation for the reaction (including all physical states)

F\{s} b n"{3} F{nn(s}I r-41

8 Place a small piece ofzinc inlo a small test tube. Add enough dilute hydrochloric acid
(HCl) to just cover the piece of zinc.

Word Equation: Solid zinc lcacts with aqueous hydrochloric acid to produce aqueous
zinc (II) chloride and hydrogen gas

a. How did you know a chemical reaction took place?

b. Formulaofreactant(s) Formula of product(s)

d. Type of chen.rical lcnction

i ' Slt ar.a Rep\reurut^.*.
r,.. / \J

e. Write the equation for the reaction (including all physical states).

{"*'l Zvr (s} + t$Ct {^'^l -**s znCXalafr + F&u{3}



9. Place a small piece of magnesium ribbon (about 10 mm long) into a small test tube. Add
enough copper (II) sulfate to jLrst cover the ribbon. Compare to the sample prepared by
the teacher.

Word Equation: Aqueous coppcr (lI) sulfate reacts with solid magnesium to produce
aqueous magnesium sulf'ate and solid copper.

a. How did you know a chemical reaction took place?

b. Formula of reactant(s) Formula of product(s)

{"=,r1

'.du 
,

d. Type of chemical reaction

Singl-c R.ePheaw'c' A
Write the equalior.r ibr the reaction (including all physical states).

0*50.{ (ag} + h43t s\ M3&0u Q} *,, eu*ts}

c

c

i0. Place 10 drops ofbarium chlolide into a small test tube. Add 10 drops ofsodium sulfate.

Word Equation: Aqueons barium chloride reacts with aqueous sodium sulfate to make
solid barium sulfate and aqucous sodium chloride.

How did you knor.v a chemical reaction took place?

b. Formula of reactant(s) Formula of product(s)

d. Type of chemical lcactior.r
"'!\t!, Bo"!f" Reploeovne^-t

Write the equation for the reaction (including all physical states)

""* ftaC\=-t-r] l- b{o23e-.{tag\ tso,Sq {*) I t'*"C,\ ["f



1 1 . Place 20 drops of hydrogen peroride into a small test tube. Add a small amount of
manganese (IV) oxide to the tubc (ust enough to cover the bottom ofthe test tube).
HINT: manganese (IV) oxide is a catalyst. It is not a reactant or product, but it speeds up
the reaction. A catalyst is indicatcd in a chemical reaction by writing the formula ofthe
catalyst over the arrow.

Word Equation: Aqueous dih-vcl'ogen dioxide (hydrogen peroxide) decomposes to
produce water and oxyger.r.

How did you know a chcurical reaction took place?

b. Formula of reactant(s) Formula of product(s)

a

1\

d. Type of chemical leaclion

&*--psi{'t'aur
e. Write the equation for thc reaction (including all physical states).

{"*' !Ar,&a{ s}
**l1l d \

1-!r LJ= \aQ 3fa- F{S.s t-\\-12

Formula of lcactanL(s)

+

12. Light the Bunsen bumel r-rsing a slriker.

Word Equation: When carbon lctrahydride gas reacts with elemental oxygen, carbon
dioxide gas and waLer vapor arc ploduced-

How did you knorv a chen.rical reaction took place?

\3i

'!-t ' t-nmb**hevr

Formula of product(s)b

a

d Type of cl.rcmical rcaclio n

Write the equation for the reaction (including all physical states).

t)\-i{3} {.

t di- x

e

*h$-{ {n} + 0z -* fln -r' Hzrjb)


